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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a unified approach for generalized induction
variable recognition and substitution, pointer analysis, analysis of
conditionally updated variables, value range analysis, array region
analysis, and nonlinear dependence testing. The analysis techniques share a well-defined uniform approach based on the chains
of recurrences algebra. The uniform algebraic approach provides a
powerful unified framework for developing analysis algorithms for
restructuring compilers. The paper introduces a new set of analysis
algorithms that accurately handle conditional control flow, pointer
arithmetic, and nonlinear symbolic expressions in loops, which are
known to be problematic for conventional restructuring compilers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.4 [Software]: Processors—Compilers, Optimization

General Terms
Compiler Algorithms

1.

INTRODUCTION

For timely and efficient program execution, programmers must
rely on compilers to restructure and/or parallelize code. The effectiveness of a restructuring compiler depends heavily on the accuracy of the analysis system it employs. Consequently, the importance of accurate symbolic analysis and data dependence testing
has been recognized by many [8, 12, 14, 23, 27, 28, 32, 33, 36, 38,
39, 40, 43, 46, 48, 50, 51, 57, 64].
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Current dependence analyzers and frameworks for symbolic analysis in restructuring compilers are quite powerful. However, recent
work by Psarris [41, 44], Franke and O’Boyle [26], Wu et al. [59],
and earlier work by Shen, Li, and Yew [49], Haghighat [31], and
Collard et al. [16] mention the difficulty dependence analyzers have
with nonlinear symbolic expressions, pointer arithmetic, and conditional control flow in loop nests.
This paper presents a unified framework for developing compiler
analysis methods, such as generalized induction variable recognition, induction variable substitution, pointer analysis, array recovery, value range analysis, array region and bounds analysis, and
nonlinear dependence testing. The analysis methods in this framework share a well-defined uniform approach based on the chains
of recurrences algebra to accurately handle nonlinear symbolic expressions, pointer arithmetic, and conditional control flow in loops.
This shared uniform algebraic approach provides a powerful unified analysis framework for restructuring compilers that naturally
handles conditional control flow with variable and pointer updates
in loops. The main contributions of this this paper can be briefly
summarized by:
• providing an efficient technique for the detection and substitution of generalized induction variables (GIVs);
• improving array recovery methods by analyzing both linear
and nonlinear pointer updates;
• enhancing value range analysis and array region analysis by
determining the range of values of conditionally updated coupled induction variables and pointers;
• increasing the accuracy of data dependence analysis by computing dependence equations for affine and nonlinear array
indices, such as those formed by multivariate polynomial and
geometric index expressions and index expressions involving
conditionally updated variables and pointers.
• providing an effective formalism to develop nonlinear dependence tests that do not depend on closed forms or code adjustments, such as GIV substitution or array recovery.
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In contrast, most of the symbolic analysis methods used by current state-of-the-art restructuring compilers require the formation
of closed-form expressions at the source-code level, which involves
the use of a GIV recognition and substitution algorithm to handle induction variables in loops. GIVs are a general class of induction variables that form polynomial and geometric progressions
through loop iterations [5, 20, 21, 27, 29, 56]. Methods for GIV

int i, j = 0, k = 0, m = 1;
for (i = a; i <= b; i++) {
...
A[f (i,j,k,m)] = A[g(i,j,k,m)];
...
j = j + k;
k = k + 1;
m = m << 1;
...
}
(a) Original

int i, ∗p = A, ∗q = B+n;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
...
∗p++ = ∗--q;
...
}
(a) Original

int i;
for (i = 0; i <= b-a; i++) {
...
A[f (i+a, (i2 −i)/2, i, 1<<i)]
= A[g(i+a, (i2 −i)/2, i, 1<<i)]
...
}

int i;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
...
A[i] = B[n-i-1];
...
}
(b) After Array Recovery

Figure 2: Array Recovery
(b) After IVS

int i, j = 0, k = 0;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
...
A[f (i,j,k)] = A[g(i,j,k)];
...
if (C[i])
j = j + k;
else
k = k + 1;
...
}
(a) Conditionally
Updated Variables

Figure 1: IVS
recognition, such as sequence classification by Gerlek et al. [27]
and Haghighat’s symbolic differencing method [29, 30], construct
closed-form characteristic functions by analyzing the GIV updates
in a loop. The removal of the updates and the replacement of the
GIV’s uses with semantically equivalent closed-form expressions
is known as Induction Variable Substitution (IVS).
IVS transformation is illustrated in Figure 1. The example loop
in Figure 1(a) exhibits linear induction variables i and k, a quadratic
GIV j, and a geometric GIV m. After IVS shown in Figure 1(b),
array index expressions f and g over i, j, k, m may or may not be
affine, depending on the actual uses of i, j, k and/or m, e.g. array
access A[2∗i+a] is affine while A[(i2 −i)/2] and A[1<<i] are not.
We state some well-known facts about IVS and related compiler
analysis techniques that depend on GIV recognition:
• IVS ensures that the cross-iteration dependencies of GIV updates are eliminated to further the parallelization of a loop
nest [27, 31, 56].
• Array-based data dependence testing is applied after IVS to
enable loop restructuring and optimization. If the array index
expressions obtained by IVS are affine, conventional data dependence testing methods can be used [8, 28, 35, 42, 45, 57,
64]. If the resulting array index expressions are non-affine,
nonlinear data dependence testing methods must be used [11,
37, 38, 58].
• The computation of closed forms for IVS is expensive and
not always required for dependence testing [59].
• The presence of pointer arithmetic in a loop nest introduces
aliasing problems hampering or disabling data dependence
analysis [48]. Array recovery [26] can be an effective method
to convert pointer accesses to array accesses in a loop nest,
see Figure 2. The resulting array accesses can then be analyzed using conventional methods that operate on the closedform index expresssions of array accesses.
• When dependence testing fails after IVS and array recovery
and the loop nest cannot be restructured for parallelization,
it is still possible to apply various data access optimizations,
such as removal of array bound checks, software pipelining,
blocking, data prefetching, and other locality enhancing optimizations.
• IVS fails when variable updates occur in multiple execution
paths in the loop nest, because it is not generally possible to
construct a single closed-form characteristic function when
a variable has a single conditional update, has multiple conditional updates, and/or is dependent on variables that are
conditionally updated [59], as is illustrated in Figure 3(a).
• Array recovery fails when pointers are conditionally updated,
see Figure 3(b).

int i, ∗p = A, ∗q = B;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
...
∗p += ∗q++;
...
if (C[i])
p += 2;
...
}
(b) Conditionally
Updated Pointer

Figure 3: Loops with Conditional Updates
Our unified approach for compiler analysis handles variable and
pointer updates in conditional paths. In addition, the framework
simplifies the composition of compiler analysis stages, because the
nonlinear dependence test and related symbolic analysis in our approach do not require closed forms and IVS and array recovery can
be delayed (see also [59]). Therefore, value range and array region
analysis can proceed without IVS. Likewise, dependence testing
can proceed without IVS or array recovery.
This paper briefly introduces the mathematical foundations of
the chains of recurrences formalism. For more information on the
use of the algebra in the context of compilers, the reader is referred to [54]. The rest of the paper presents the unified analysis
algorithms and their applications. Throughout the paper, we will
demonstrate the effectiveness of these analysis methods on a number of illustrative examples.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We briefly
describe the uniform formal representation of symbolic expressions
with chains of recurrences in Section 2. We also present our method
for GIV recognition and manipulation, which forms the basis of the
symbolic analysis. The uniform framework for symbolic analysis
and dependence testing is presented in Section 3. The analysis uses
the uniform formal representation for analyzing conditionally updated variables and pointers to derive value ranges for array region
analysis and dependence testing. Section 4 gives related work. Finally, the paper is summarized in Section 5.

2.

UNIFORM FORMAL NOTATION

This section introduces the uniform formal notation used in our
compiler framework for the manipulation of loop counter variables,
pointers, and GIVs in affine and non-linear expressions.

2.1

Chains of Recurrences

The uniform notation in our framework is based on the Chains
of Recurrences (CR) form of functions. The CR formalism was
originally developed by Zima [61, 62, 63] and later improved by
Bachmann, Zima, and Wang [6, 7] to expedite the evaluation of
multivariate functions on regular grids. Nested CR forms represent
multivariate closed-form functions over sets of index variables.

D EFINITION 1. A function or closed-form expression over an
index variable i can be rewritten into a mathematically equivalent
CR of the form (see [6]):
Φi = {φ0 ,

1 , φ1 ,

2, · · ·

,

k , φk }i

where φ are coefficients consisting of constants, symbolic expressions, or nested CR forms, and = + or = ∗.
To analyze and manipulate symbolic expressions in a loop iteration space, we extended the CR algebra with new rules [54] and
implemented a symbolic manipulation system developed in C as a
library for SUIF and Polaris. The implementation of the CR algebra is not computationally intensive and comparable to classical
constant-folding [1]. Consider for example the CR algebra rules
c ∗ {φ0 , +, f1 }i ⇒ {c φ0 , +, c f1 }i
{φ0 , +, f1 }i + {ψ0 , +, g1 }i ⇒ {φ0 + ψ0 , +, f1 + g1 }i
{φ0 , +, f1 }i ∗ {ψ0 , +, g1 }i ⇒ {φ0 ψ0 , +, Φi g1 +Ψi f1 +f1 g1 }i
where f1 and g1 are the “tails” of Φi = {φ0 , +, f1 }i and Ψi =
{ψ0 , +, g1 }i (i.e. CR forms defining the second coefficient to the
last). These rules are implemented in our library as constant-folding
operations on arrays of CR coefficients.
D EFINITION 2. The mapping from a closed-form symbolic expression ei1 ,...,in defined over a set of index variables i1 , . . . , in to
a nested CR form is defined by
CR(ei1 ,...,in ) =
CR(eij ) =

CR(CR(· · · CR(ei1 )i2 · · · )in )
e[ij ← Φ(ij )]

where Φ(ij ) is the CR representation of the index variable ij . When
the index variables i1 , . . . , in span a unit-distance grid with origin
(x1 , . . . , xn ), then Φ(ij ) = {xj , +, 1}ij for all j = 1, . . . , n.
The CR mapping recursively replaces induction variables ij in an
expression with their corresponding CR forms, using the substitution e[ij ← Φ(ij )]. The induction variables can be linear, such as
the loop counter variables, or non-linear, such as GIVs. The CR
algebra is then applied to form (nested) CR forms.
The importance of CR formation for the analysis and manipulation of symbolic expressions is clear when considering the following classes of functions fundamental to compiler analysis:
Affine index expressions are uniquely represented by nested CR
forms {a, +, s}i of order 1, where a is the integer-valued
initial value or a nested CR form and s is the integer-valued
stride in the direction of i. The formation of nested CR forms
for affine expressions of dimension d requires just O(d) steps.
Multivariate Polynomial expressions are uniquely represented by
nested CR forms of length k, where k is the maximum order of the polynomial. All operations in the CR form are
additions, i.e.
= +. A d-dimensional k-order polynomial can be translated in O(d k2 ) steps by a conversion algorithm based on matrix-vector multiplication with Newton
matrices [6, 53].
Geometric expressions a ri are uniquely represented by {a, ∗, r}i .
Characteristic functions of GIVs are uniquely represented by CR
forms. By definition [30], the characteristic function χ(i) =
p(i) + a ri of a GIV is the sum of a polynomial p(i) and a
geometric series a ri .
The CR algebra is closed under the formation of the characteristic
function of a GIV. In addition, in [52] we proved that the (nested)
CR forms are normal forms for GIVs. Therefore, semantically
equivalent induction expressions can be easily identified.

D EFINITION 3. The inverse mapping CR−1 converts CR forms
to closed-form expressions using our extension of the CR algebra rules [54]. To obtain the closed-form χ(i) = CR−1 (Φ(v))
of the polynomial term of a GIV v represented by the CR form
Φ(v) = {φ0 , +, . . . , +, φk }i Newton’s formula for the interpolating polynomial can be used:
`´
P
χ(i) = kj=0 φj ji
The inverse mapping is applied component-wise on a multivariate
−1
GIV, i.e. CR−1
at once. Both the CR
i , or in all directions CR
−1
mapping and its inverse CR are used in our framework for symbolic analysis.
E XAMPLE 1. Consider the expression n ∗ j + i + 2 ∗ k + 1,
where i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0 are the index variables that span the twodimensional loop iteration space with unit stride and k is a GIV
with characteristic function χ(i) = (i2 −i)/2. The CR formation
of this expression proceeds as follows:
CR(CR(CR(n ∗ j+i+2 ∗ k+1)))
= CR(CR(n ∗ j+{0, +, 1}i +2 ∗ k+1))
(replacing i)
= CR(n ∗ {0, +, 1}j +{0, +, 1}i +2 ∗ k+1)
(replacing j)
= n ∗ {0, +, 1}j +{0, +, 1}i +2 ∗ {0, +, 0, +, 1}i +1 (replacing k)
= {{1, +, n}j , +, 1, +, 2}i
(normalize)
where the characteristic function χ(i) of k in CR normal form is
Φ(k) = {0, +, 0, +, 1}i .
By application of Newton’s formula we obtain the closed form
CR−1 ({{1, +, n}j , +, 1, +, 2}i ) = n ∗ j + i2 + 1.
3

2.2

GIV Recognition and IVS

The characteristic function of a GIV from a loop nest is obtained
using our GIV recognition algorithm [54]. The GIV recognition algorithm analyzes a loop nest (not necessarily perfectly nested) from
the innermost loops, which are the primary candidates for compiler optimization, to the outermost loops. The worst-case computational complexity of the method is O(k n log(s) m2 ), see [54],
where k is the maximum loop nesting level, n is the length of the
source code fragment analyzed, s is the number of GIVs, and m is
the maximum polynomial order of the GIVs in the fragment. Typically, k and m are quite small (e.g. ≤ 4 for the Perfect Benchmark
suite). The number of GIVs s per loop varies, but usually does not
exceed more than a handful of variables. The practical cost for GIV
recognition is determined by the algorithm’s AST traversal cost of
a loop body to collect the GIV update operations and to store them
in symbolic form.
Our GIV recognition method is straightforward to implement,
yet equally powerful as other more complicated methods for GIV
recognition such as differencing [30] and methods based on solving
recurrence systems [27]. The GIV recognition algorithm can handle multiple assignments to induction variables, generalized induction variables in loops with symbolic bounds and strides, symbolic
integer division, conditional induction expressions, cyclic induction dependencies, symbolic forward substitution, symbolic loopinvariant expressions, and wrap-around variables. Our algorithm
handles the most complicated classes of GIVs, such as those found
in the TRFD and MDG benchmarks [54].
Typically, closed forms are computed to apply IVS in order to
perform subscript-to-subscript dependence testing. Our approach
uses CR−1 to compute closed forms. However, the CR forms of
GIVs can be used directly by our nonlinear data dependence tests,
without requiring IVS. In Section 3.4 we develop an algorithm for
nonlinear dependence testing with conditionally updated induction
variables that have neither closed-forms nor single CR forms.

ijkl=0
ij=0
DO i=1,m
DO j=1,i
ij=ij+1
ijkl=ijkl+i-j+1
DO k=i+1,m
DO l=1,k
ijkl=ijkl+1
xijkl[ijkl]=xkl[l]
ENDDO
ENDDO
ijkl=ijkl+ij+left
ENDDO
ENDDO
(a) Original

2.4
DO i=0,m-1
DO j=0,i-1
DO k=0,m-i-2
DO l=0,k
xijkl[Φ(ijkl)]=xkl[Φ(l)]
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
(b) GIV Analyzed

To analyze the monotonic properties of GIVs and induction expressions, we define two basic operations V and ∆ on CR forms to
obtain the initial value of a CR form and the stepping function of a
CR form, respectively.
D EFINITION 4. The initial value V Φi of a CR form Φi is
V Φi = V {φ0 ,

Φ(ijkl) = {{{{2, +, left+m(m+1)/2+2, +, left+m(m+1)/2+1}i
, +, left+m(m+1)/2}j
, +, {2, +, 1}i , +, 1}k
, +, 1}l
and Φ(l) = {1, +, 1}l respectively. The closed form of Φ(ijkl) is
CR−1 (Φ(ijkl)) = l + i ∗ (k + (m + m2 + 2 ∗ left + 6)/4)
+ j ∗ (left + (m + m2 )/2)
+ ((i ∗ m)2 + m ∗ i2 )/4
+ (k2 + 3 ∗ k + i2 ∗ (left + 1))/2 + 2
For IVS, the closed form replaces the ijkl variable in the xijkl[ijkl]
array index.
3
For this paper, we extended the GIV recognition algorithm to handle pointers and conditionally updated variables, which will be presented in the next sections. The extended CR-based GIV analysis
constitutes the first phase in our compiler implementation to analyze GIVs, pointers, and conditionally updated variables.

2.3

Pointer Arithmetic and Array Recovery

We extended our GIV recognition algorithm to analyze pointerbased array accesses. The modified algorithm exploits the fact that
the analysis of pointer updates in a loop nest can be viewed as a
special form of induction variable recognition. To this end, we
introduced the notion of Pointer Access Descriptions (PADs) [55]
which are canonical CR forms that capture the pointer-based access
functions defined over the iteration space of the loop nest.
DSP codes commonly implement filtering operations. The DSP
implementations of these algorithms exhibit nonlinear induction
variables and pointer updates. Our pointer analysis for array recovery can handle these specialized algorithms, including radix-2
FFTs.
E XAMPLE 3. Consider the code segment of the Lsp Az routine of the GSM Enhanced Full Rate speech codec [22] shown in
Figure 5(a). Because the loop nest is triangular and involves a
nonlinear data-dependent pointer update, Franke and O’Boyle’s
array recovery method cannot be applied. In contrast, our pointer
analysis algorithm annotates the example code with PADs shown
in Figure 5(b). The transformation of PADs to closed-form array
accesses results in the array recovered code shown in Figure 5(c).
3

1, . . . ,

k , φk }i

= φ0

The initial value of a CR form is the first coefficient, which is the
starting value of the CR form evaluated on a unit grid in the idirection.
D EFINITION 5. The step function ∆Φi of a CR form Φi is
∆Φi = ∆{φ0 , 1 , φ1 , 2 , . . . ,
= {φ1 , 2 , . . . , k , φk }i

Figure 4: TRFD Code Segment
E XAMPLE 2. Consider Figure 4(a) depicting a segment of the
original TRFD code. The characteristic functions of ijkl and l as
shown in the analyzed code in Figure 4(b) are

Stepping Functions and Monotonicity

k , φk }i

The direction-wise step function ∆j Φi of a multivariate CR form
Φi is the step function with respect to an index variable j

∆Φi
if i = j
∆j Φi =
∆j V Φi otherwise
We use the step functions to determine the monotonic properties
of GIVs and induction expressions. The monotonic properties are
determined by the stepping functions to find the direction of the
growth of the GIVs and induction expressions in a loop iteration
space.
E XAMPLE 4. Consider the ijkl induction variable of the TRFD
code shown in Figure 4. Its CR form Φ(ijkl) has the following four
step functions in the i, j, k, and l direction, respectively:
∆i Φ(ijkl) =
∆j Φ(ijkl) =
∆k Φ(ijkl) =
∆l Φ(ijkl) =

{left+m(m+1)/2+2, +, left+m(m+1)/2+1}i
left+m(m+1)/2
{{2, +, 1}i , +, 1}k
1

Note that the step functions in the k and l directions are nonnegative, because the CR coefficients are non-negative (this can
also be verified using the closed form CR−1 ∆k Φ(ijkl) = 2 + i +
k > 0, with i ≥ 0 and k ≥ 0 in the loop nest). Therefore, the
growth of the ijkl induction variable in the k, l direction of the index
space is non-negative and the addressing of the xijkl[ijkl] is strictly
monotonically increasing in the inner k, l loop nest, allowing the
loop nest to be parallelized. Also note that the growth of ijkl in the
entire i, j, k, l index space is non-negative if left > m(m+1)/2
holds. The closed-form coefficients of the step functions can be
used to implement runtime tests to implement two versions of the
code: one that is fully parallelized and one version that is partially
parallelized.
3
Stepping functions of PADs are used for coalescing load/store operations to subsequent memory addresses [18]. When the value of
a PAD computed for one or more memory accesses is aligned, and
its stepping function is a multiple of the memory word (or vector) size, the memory accesses can be coalesced. Step information
on PADs is also used to optimize spatial locality. Due to the spatial
constraints of this paper, these aspects will not be further discussed.

3.

ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS

This section presents our analysis algorithms based on the uniform representation of symbolic expressions with CR forms. An
algorithm is presented to analyze conditionally updated variables.
The algorithm is used for value range analysis, array region analysis, and dependence testing.

int ∗f = ..., ∗lsp = ...;
...
f += 2; lsp += 2;
for (i = 2; i <= 5; i++) {
∗f = f[-2];
for (j = 1; j < i; j++, f--)
∗f += f[-2]-2∗(∗lsp)∗f[-1];
∗f -= 2∗(∗lsp);
f += i; lsp += 2;
}
(a) Original

int ∗f = ..., ∗lsp = ...;
...
for (i = 0; i <= 3; i++) {
∗({f+2, +, 1}i ) = ∗({f, +, 1}i );
for (j = 0; j <= {0, +, 1}i ; j++)
∗({{f+2, +, 1}i , +, −1}j ) += ∗({{f, +, 1}i , +, −1}j )
- 2 ∗(∗{lsp+2, +, 2}i )∗(∗{{f, +, 1}i , +, −1}j );
∗(f+1) -= 2∗{lsp+2, +, 2}i ;
}

int ∗f = ..., ∗lsp = ...;
...
for (i = 0; i <= 3; i++) {
f[i+2] = f[i];
for (j = 0; j <= i; j++)
f[i-j+2] += f[i-j] - 2∗lsp[2∗i+2]∗f[i-j+1];
f[1] -= 2∗lsp[2∗i+2];
}

(b) Analyzed

(c) Transformed

Figure 5: ETSI Lsp Az Code Segment

3.1

Analyzing Conditionally Updated Variables

We modified and extended our analysis algorithms to handle
conditionally updated variables that may or may not have closed
forms. In the modified GIV recognition algorithm, we formulate
the multivariate CR forms for each non-aliased scalar integer and
pointer variable for each path in a loop nest. In this way, a set of
CR forms or PADs for a variable is determined in our current implementation, rather than a single CR form as in [54]. These CR
forms and PADs describe sequences of possible values for the conditionally updated variables in a loop. We note that none of the CR
forms describe the variable values exactly, since the actual flow of
control is unknown at compile time. We combine the set of CR
forms to compute the CR forms for functions that bound the possible range of values of the conditionally updated variables. To this
end, we define min and max bounding functions for a set of CR
forms over an index space.
{Φ1i , . . . , Φn
i }

D EFINITION 6. Let
be a set of n multivariate
polynomial CR forms over the same index variable i. Then the
minimum CR form is defined by
{min(V

min(Φ1i , . . . , Φn
i ) =
1
n
Φn
),
+,
min(∆Φ
i
i , . . . , ∆Φi )}i

Φ1i , . . . , V

and the maximum CR form is defined by
{max(V

max(Φ1i , . . . , Φn
i ) =
n
1
Φn
i ), +, max(∆Φi , . . . , ∆Φi )}i

Φ1i , . . . , V

These bounding functions are polynomial CR forms calculated from
the set of CR forms of the conditionally updated variables in the index space spanned by a loop nest. Some adjustments are required
to cover CR forms of geometric series, which involves the use of
value range analysis discussed in Section 3.2.
The extended and modified GIV recognition algorithm for modeling conditionally updated variables proceeds as follows:
1. For each path p in the body of a (nested) loop, find the set Ap
of variable-update pairs hv, ei from the set of assignments
of expressions e to v using our single-path CR-based GIV
recognition algorithm [54].
2. For each variable-update pairShv, ei defined in topological
order ≺ in the combined set Ap , compute alternative CR
forms Φj (v) = CR(e) by replacing each variable in expression e with its previously computed CR form.
S The ≺ relation
defines a topological order on the pairs in Ap by
hv1 , e1 i ≺ hv2 , e2 i

if v1 6= v2 and v1 occurs in e2

Note: The relation ensures that the computation of the CR
forms for all variables can proceed in one sweep, by first

computing the CR forms for variables that do not depend
on any other variables. These CR forms are then used to
compute the CR forms for variables that depend on the CR
forms of other variables.
3. For each variable vScollect the CR forms Φj (v) from the
pairs hv, Φj (v)i ∈ Ap , where the Φj (v) were computed
in step 2. Compute the min and max bounding functions over
the set {Φj (v)} for variable v.
4. When the min and max bounding functions are identical, the
bounding function forms a single (multivariate) characteristic function of a GIV (to enable the application of IVS).
5. Compute the V and ∆ functions for all CR forms of array
index expressions and pointer accesses.
This extended algorithm is capable of analyzing conditionally updated variables and pointers to determine array access information
for accurate value range analysis, array region and bounds analysis,
and dependence testing.
E XAMPLE 5. Figure 6(a) depicts an example code segment with
conditional variable updates. First, the CR forms are calculated.
The CR forms for the updates in the first path Ap1 and second path
Ap2 are shown in Figure 6(b). Then, by combining the CR forms,
we compute the min and max bounding functions as shown in Figure 6(c). For sake of exposition, the closed-forms of these expressions are shown in Figure 6(d). Because the min and max bounding functions of pointer q are identical, the array access made by
q forms a GIV with closed-form array access B[(i2 −i)/2].
Next, array index stride information is collected from the CR
forms, see Figure 6(e), consisting of the set of all possible stride
values of the array index expression through the iterations of the
loop.
3

3.2

Value Range Analysis

It is well known that the tightness of a range analyzer is dependent on how the analyzed expression is formed [2] and if monotonicity can be exploited [12]. For example, i(i−1) and 2i −i are
monotonic and non-negative for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Without using monotonic properties, bounds can be very loose, e.g. [0, n]([0, n]−1) =
[0, n][−1, n−1] = [−n, n2 −n] and 2[0,n] − [0, n] = [1−n, 2n ],
respectively. Techniques such as symbolic forward differencing
can be used to detect monotonicity for improving range analysis [12,
30]. However, difference methods are symbolic and iterative and
must be applied to every separate (index) expression to be bounded.
In contrast, our unified approach generates normal forms and is
straightforward to integrate in a compiler framework. First, our
GIV recognition algorithm uses the CR operator and CR algebra
to calculate CR normal forms for expressions over an index space

p = A; q = B; k = m = 0;
for (i=0; i<=n; i++)
if (C[k+2]) { // Path 1
for (j=0; j<i; j++)
∗p++ = ∗q++;
k += 2;
} else {
// Path 2
∗p++ = 0;
q += i;
k += m;
m += 2;
}
(a) Example Loop Nest

Ap1 (Path 1)
p = {A, +, 0, +, 1}i
q = {B, +, 0, +, 1}i
k = {0, +, 2}i
m=0

Minimum
p≥A
q ≥ {B, +, 0, +, 1}i
k≥0
m≥0

Minimum
p≥A
q ≥ &B[(i2 −i)/2]
k≥0
m≥0

Ap2 (Path 2)
p = {A, +, 1}i
q = {B, +, 0, +, 1}i
k=0
k = {0, +, 0, +, 2}i
m = {0, +, 2}i
(b) CR Forms

Maximum
p ≤ {A, +, 1, +, 1}i
q ≤ {B, +, 0, +, 1}i
k ≤ {0, +, 2, +, 2}i
m ≤ {0, +, 2}i

Maximum
p ≤ &A[(i2 +i)/2]
q ≤ &B[(i2 −i)/2]
k ≤ i2 +i
m ≤ 2i

(c) Min/Max CR Forms

(d) Closed Min/Max

∆i Φi Strides
A[] = 0, {0, +, 1}i
B[] = {0, +, 1}i
C[] = 0, {0, +, 2}i

LΦi ..U Φi Bounds
A[0..(n2 +n/2)]
B[0..(n2 −n/2)]
C[2..n2 +n + 2]

(e) Array Strides

(f) Array Bounds

Figure 6: Analysis of an Example Code Segment Containing Conditional Updates
by reusing the CR forms of GIVs. Then, we use the stepping functions defined in Section 2.4 to test monotonicity of expressions for
value range analysis. The lower and upper bound of a CR form are
defined as follows.
D EFINITION 7. The lower bound LΦi of a multivariate CR form
Φi is
8
if L M Φi ≥ 0
<L V Φi
(Φ
)[i
←
n]
if U M Φi ≤ 0
LΦi = L CR−1
i
i
:
L CR−1
(Φ
)
otherwise
i
i
and the upper bound U Φi of a multivariate CR form Φi is
8
if U M Φi ≤ 0
<U V Φi
U Φi = U CR−1
i (Φi )[i ← n] if L M Φi ≥ 0
:
U CR−1
otherwise
i (Φi )

3.3

By statically determining the bounds of accesses to an array region many code optimizations can be applied, such as eliminating
dynamic array bounds checking, locality optimizations, prefetching, and blocking. Array region analysis is also used by methods
for dependence testing.
Our array region analysis method exploits the L and U bounds
to determine the range of values of affine and nonlinear expressions
in rectangular or non-rectangular loop nests by applying the bounds
to the set of CR forms of conditionally updated (pointer) variables.
This is illustrated with two examples.
E XAMPLE 8. Consider the Lsp Az code segment shown in Figure 5(a). The array index bounds of the f[] array stores in the innermost loop of the triangular loop nest are determined as follows:
L{{f+2, +, 1}i , +, −1}j
= L CR−1
j ({{f+2, +, 1}i , +, −1}j )[j ← {0, +, 1}i ]
= L({f+2, +, 1}i − {0, +, 1}i )
= f+2
U {{f + 2, +, 1}i , +, −1}j
= U {f+2, +, 1}i
= U CR−1
i {f+2, +, 1}i [i ← 3]
= f+5

where CR−1
i (Φi ) is the closed form of Φi with respect to i (i.e. nested
CR forms are not converted), and where
8
∆Φi
if 1 = +
>
>
<
∆Φi − 1 if 1 = ∗ ∧ L V Φ1 ≥ 0 ∧ L ∆Φi > 0
M Φi =
1 − ∆Φi if 1 = ∗ ∧ U V Φ1 < 0 ∧ L ∆Φi > 0
>
>
:
undefined otherwise
Monotonicity of the CR forms of characteristic functions (polynomials and geometric series) is determined by the auxiliary function
M . The bounds can be formed for polynomial and geometric series (and combinations thereof), such as for GIVs, affine expressions, polynomial expressions, and shift operations (e.g. 1<<i and
N >>i).
2

E XAMPLE 6. Consider k = (i −i)/2 with 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The
range of k is [L{0, +, 0, +, 1}i , U {0, +, 0, +, 1}i ] = [0, n2 −n],
where Φ(k) = {0, +, 0, +, 1}i , which is exact, in contrast to the
range [0, n]2 −[0, n] = [−n, n2 ] derived using “traditional” methods [12].
3
E XAMPLE 7. Consider expression n ∗ j + i + 2 ∗ k + 1 with CR
form {{1, +, n}j , +, 1, +, 2}i from Example 1, where 0 ≤ i ≤ n,
0 ≤ j ≤ m, and k = (i2 −i)/2. The range is
[ L{{1, +, n}j , +, 1, +, 2}i , U {{1, +, n}j , +, 1, +, 2}i ]
= [ L{1, +, n}j , U ({1, +, n}j + n2 ) ]
= [ L{1, +, n}j , U ({n2 + 1, +, n}j ) ]
= [ 1 , n2 + m n + 1 ]
which is exact.

Array Region Analysis

3

After bounding the CR forms, standard lower and upper bound relations [12, 25, 30] are applied on the resulting expression using
(symbolic) bounds on loop-invariant variables.

Therefore, it can be determined that the array accesses are within
the bounds f[2..5]. Note that the iteration space is triangular and
that the bound on the inner loop variable j ≤ i is given by the CR
form {0, +, 1}i used in the derivation of the lower bound.
3
E XAMPLE 9. Consider the example shown in Figure 6. Conventional value range analysis fails to determine accurate bounds
for this example, due to conditional flow, nonlinear operations, and
pointer arithmetic. In contrast, our array region analysis determines the bounds of the array accesses shown in Figure 6(f).
3

3.4

Nonlinear Dependence Testing

Our set of dependence tests do not require the application of IVS
or array recovery to disprove dependence in a loop nest. The dependence tests are directly applied to the PADs of pointer dereferences and the CR forms of the array accesses constructed by the
GIV recognition algorithm presented in Section 3. After constructing the CR forms and PADs, dependence testing can be applied to
the CR forms and PADs, because these forms can be manipulated
with the CR algebra in the derivation of the lower L and upper U
bounds to determine (symbolic) dependence directions. The dependence tests are applicable to loops with conditionally updated
variables and pointers by constructing a dependence system utilizing the min and max bounding functions over the set of CR forms
of a conditionally updated variable.

p = A; q = A + 2∗n;
for (i=0; i<n; i++) {
∗p += ∗q– –;
if (...) p++;
}
Figure 7: Example Loop with Conditional Pointer Update

p = q = A;
for (i=0; i<n; i++) {
for (j=0; j<=i; j++)
∗q += ∗++p;
q++;
}
(a) Loop Nest

Our nonlinear dependence tests are described below.

3.4.1

Nonlinear Value Range Test

This nonlinear range test is similar to Blume and Eigenmann’s
range test algorithm [11], which verifies whether array reads and
writes are performed on non-overlapping array regions. However,
our approach with CR forms permits dependence testing in the
presence of conditional control flow and pointer arithmetic as is
demonstrated in the following example.
E XAMPLE 10. Consider the example loop shown in Figure 7.
The bounding functions of the PAD of pointer p are
A ≤ p ≤ {A, +, 1}i
Therefore, the difference between the memory locations accessed
by p and q can be determined by
L({A + 2n, +, −1}i − {A, +, 1}i ) = L({2n, +, −2}i ) = 2 > 0
where {A, +, 1}i is the PAD {A, +, 1}i = max(A, {A, +, 1}i ) of
p derived from the conditional flow in the loop and {A+2n, +, −1}i
is the PAD of q. Because the difference is positive, the array access
are non-overlapping and there is no dependence.
3

3.4.3

(b) Dependence Equations

Figure 8: Example Dependence System

Nonlinear GCD Test

Because polynomial GIVs are divisible using an algorithm that
efficiently operates on the CR forms of polynomial GIVs [61], we
implemented a nonlinear GCD test based on polynomial division.
This test is also applicable to testing with affine expressions. Because affine expressions have very simple CR forms, the performance of the algorithm is similar to the performance of the conventional GCD test. The nonlinear GCD test is not applicable for
array dependence problems involving geometric GIVs and conditionally updated variables. However, since this is an inexpensive
test, it should be applied first.

3.4.2

{0, +, 1}id = {{1, +, 1, +, 1}iu , +, 1}j u
0 ≤ id ≤ n − 1
0 ≤ iu ≤ n − 1
0 ≤ j d ≤ id
0 ≤ j u ≤ iu

Nonlinear EVT

This nonlinear dependence test is based on the Banerjee bounds
test [8], also known as the extreme value test (EVT). The test computes direction vector hierarchy information by performing symbolic subscript-by-subscript testing for multidimensional loops. The
test builds the direction vector hierarchy by solving a set of dependence equations. Our nonlinear EVT can determine absence of
dependence for a larger set of dependence problems compared to
standard EVT, by including common nonlinear forms. The standard EVT and most other tests require affine closed forms, while
our test can handle conditional induction variable updates, pointer
arithmetic, and polynomial GIVs.
E XAMPLE 11. Consider the example triangular loop nest depicted in Figure 8(a) with dependence equations shown in Figure 8(b). Note that pointers p and q read and write to the same
array A. The equations are computed using the PAD forms for the
p and q pointer updates using our extended GIV recognition algorithm. The normalized dependence equation can be rewritten in
multivariate CR normal form
{{{−1, +, 1}id , +, −1, +, −1}iu , +, −1}j u = 0

Testing flow dependence, id < iu and j d < j u gives the normalized set of bounds:
ff
1

u

{1, +, 1}id ≤ i ≤ n − 1
ff
1
u
u
{1, +, 1}j d ≤ j ≤ {0, +, 1}i


n−2
0 ≤ i ≤ {−1, +, 1} u
i

{−1, +, 1}id
d
0 ≤ j ≤ {−1, +, 1} u
j
d

Using these constraints, we compute the lower and upper bounds:
L{{{−1, +, 1}id , +, −1, +, −1}iu , +, −1}j u
= L(({{−1, +, 1}id , +, −1, +, −1}iu − j u )[j u ← {0, +, 1}iu ])
(subst.)
= L({{−1, +, 1}id , +, −1, +, −1}iu − {0, +, 1}iu
= L({{−1, +, 1}id , +, −2, +, −1}iu
(simplify)
= L(({−1, +, 1}id − (3iu − (iu )2 )/2)[iu ← n − 1])
= L{(−n2 − n)/2, +, 1}id
(subst.)
= L((−n2 − n)/2)
= (−U (n2 ) − U (n))/2
= −∞
U {{{−1, +, 1}id , +, −1, +, −1}iu , +, −1}j u
= U {{−1, +, 1}id , +, −1, +, −1}iu
(swap)
= U {{−1, +, −1, +, −1}iu , +, 1}id
= U (({−1, +, −1, +, −1}iu + id )[id ← {−1, +, 1}iu ])
= U ({−1, +, −1, +, −1}iu + {−1, +, 1}iu )
(subst.)
= U {−2, +, 0, +, −1}iu
(simplify)
= −2
Since zero does no lie between −∞ and −2, our nonlinear extreme
value test determines that there is no flow dependence.
3

3.5

Evaluation

We compared the capabilities of several dependence tests with
respect to array-based testing on affine and nonlinear subscripts,
whether closed-form subscripts and loop bounds are required (by
applying IVS, i.e. conditionally updated variables are not permitted), and if dependence testing can be applied to pointer arithmetic.
The results are shown in Table 1. The table is not meant to be
exhaustive or complete. Section 4 gives an extensive overview of
related work on dependence testing, GIVs, value range analysis,
pointer analysis, and array region analysis.
Affine
Nonlinear Closed
Pointer
subscripts subscripts
forms
arithmetic
EV
inexact
no
required
no
VR
inexact
yes
required
no
FM
exact
no∗
required
no
ME
inexact
yes
no
no
CR
inexact
yes
optional
yes
EV = Extreme Value test [8]
VR = Value Range test (Polaris) [10]
FM = Fourier-Motzkin (e.g. Omega test [45])
ME = Monotonic Evolution [59]
CR = CR-based dependence testing
Note∗ : Omega test incorporates work on nonlinear testing
Table 1: Dependence Tests

4.

RELATED WORK

GIVs and IVS:
Most compiler analysis methods are capable of recognizing linear induction variables [1, 3, 39, 57, 64]. Generalized induction
variables (GIVs) [5, 20, 21, 29, 56] are more general in that they
form polynomial and geometric progressions through loop iterations. The demand-driven sequence classification method by Gerlek et al. [27] and Haghighat’s symbolic differencing method [29,
30] are powerful GIV recognition methods. However, both methods require extensive symbolic manipulation. In contrast, our approach is not computationally expensive. In addition, symbolic
differencing is not safe when the order of the polynomial GIVs
cannot be determined in advance [54]. Haghighat [31] also shows
how conditionally updated GIV can be detected when the net effect of the updates is identical for all paths through the loop body.
However, it is not clear how conditionally updated variables can be
analyzed to enable value range analysis and dependence testing.
Dependence Testing:
Previous work on array-based dependence analysis by Banerjee [8], Wolfe [57], Goff, Kennedy, and Tseng [28], and Kong and
Psarris [35, 42], have introduced tests that analyze the equality constraints of a dependence system. Compared to methods for testing
inequality constraints, these test are more efficient and typically
serve preliminary roles in a dependence analysis system. A linear programming method for dependence testing was introduced
by Dantzig in [17] based on Fourier-Motzkin variable elimination.
The technique is later improved by Pugh in [45] to an integer programming method. These tests work by systematically eliminating
variables from a system of inequalities in order to determine if dependence is possible. The Omega test also implements a variation
of a nonlinear test using Presburger formulas [46, 47]. Other nonlinear tests that combine the analysis of both equality and inequality
constraints are introduced by Maydan, Hennessy, and Lam [38] and
Wolfe [58]. In [11] and later extended in [10, 13] Blume and Eigenmann describe a dependence test based on symbolic analysis that
disproves carried dependences by evaluating ranges of permuted
loops nest. Collard et al. describe a method for flow-sensitive array
data-flow analysis [16]. Mateev et al. [37] describe a technique for
dependence analysis that verifies the legality of a program transformation. The technique however is only as powerful as the underlying symbolic engine it uses to determine the legality of the
transformation. Wu et al. [59] developed a method for dependence
testing that does not require the computation of closed forms for
GIVs and IVS can be delayed until after dependence testing, as in
our method. However, their method cannot handle cases that our
method can handle, where induction variable step sizes are relevant, such as in TRFD. In addition, our method enables the conversion to closed forms directly without requiring the application of
an additional IVS algorithm.
Pointer Analysis:
Allen and Johnson [4] used their vectorization and parallelization framework as an intermediate language for induction variable
substitution to generate pointer expressions that are more amenable
to vectorization than the original representation. However, their approach does not fully convert pointers to index expressions. Muchnick [39] mentions the regeneration of array indexes from pointerbased array traversal, but no explicit details are given. Franke
and O’Boyle [26] developed a compiler transformation to convert
pointer-based accesses to explicit array accesses for array recovery. Array recovery makes the code amenable to data flow analysis [19], loop optimizations [39, 57, 64], loop scheduling for power
reduction [60], and DSP architecture-specific optimizations that re-

quire explicit array references, e.g. [9, 15]. However, their work has
several assumptions and restrictions. In particular, their method is
restricted to structured loops with a constant upper bound and all
pointer arithmetic has to be data independent. Furthermore, pointer
assignments, apart from initializations to some start element of the
array to be traversed, are not permitted. In contrast, our algorithm
can handle non-rectangular loops, more general pointer initializations, and the most common types of data dependent and independent pointer updates.
Value Range Analysis:
In [13, 12] Blume and Eigenmann describe techniques for computing variable ranges and propagating those computed values based
on control flow information. In [24] Fahringer, and later in [23, 25]
Fahringer and Scholz describe the use of value range analysis in
their symbolic engine. These analyzers heavily rely on abstract
interpretation and symbolic evaluation. In contrast, our method
adopts the uniform CR-based representation to propagate bounding functions on expressions rather than fixed symbolic bounds. As
a result, our value range information is more accurate and faster to
compute.
Array Region Analysis:
Pugh and Wonnacott [46] use a set of constraints to describe linear array data flow problems and describe how to solve them by
the Fourier-Motzkin variable elimination method. Gu et al. [34]
improved array region analysis by analyzing conditional array regions. They also describe array regions by a set of convex regions.
Rugina and Rinard [48] developed a method for symbolic bounds
analysis of accessed memory regions. The method builds a symbolic constraint system over the lower and upper bounds of pointers, array indices, and accessed memory regions, which are represented by polynomials over the input parameters of a procedure.
The method then solves this symbolic constraint system using ILP.
While the method is quite powerful, the method is limited to the
analysis of non-negative variables and parameters and is also restricted to the analysis of linear induction variables.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented a new unified framework for compiler analysis based on the chains of recurrences algebra. We have
shown that the algebraic approach provides a powerful framework
for developing analysis algorithms for restructuring compilers. The
analysis of induction variables and pointers does not require the
computation of closed forms, which enables the application of data
dependence testing and value range analysis to loops with conditionally updated variables and pointer arithmetic.
Because the chains of recurrences representation of multivariate
indexing functions and induction variables easily facilitates monotonic analysis, exact symbolic value range bounds can be derived
without requiring expensive symbolic differencing techniques. The
determination of exact value range bounds of symbolic expressions
and pointer arithmetic has many applications in compiler analysis. The method presented is complementary to current interprocedural value range propagation algorithms and array-based data
dependence algorithms. Therefore, we believe that the unified approach presents new avenues for developing more powerful compiler analysis algorithms, thus enabling more aggressive optimizations on loops with more common forms of conditional control flow
and loops incorporating pointer arithmetic commonly found in DSP
codes.
Part of this project is to implement the CR-based algorithms for
nonlinear data dependence testing and symbolic analysis in SUIF
and Polaris. Our current implementation in SUIF includes the GIV

recognition algorithm and our nonlinear data dependence tests. The
software for SUIF and Polaris will be made available from the site:
http://www.cs.fsu.edu/˜birch/research/crDemo3.php The site
also includes an interactive demonstration of the capabilities of the
CR-based analysis methods.
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